Introduction
By the recent classi cation theorems of Kirchberg and Phillips 15, 22] , a certain class of purely in nite simple C -algebras is now classi ed by K-theoretic data. This class includes inductive limits of direct sums of matrix algebras over Cuntz algebras as well as crossed products by certain trace scaling automorphisms (see 24, 25, 20, 22] ). We study certain automorphism groups of the Cuntz algebra and show that the resulting crossed products fall in this class.
In Section 2 we study quasi-free actions of countable torsion-free abelian groups on O 2 : the main result here is that such an action satis es a certain Rohlin type condition. To prove the rst result we study Rohlin properties for several commuting automorphisms by using the CAR algebra formulation 6]. It follows that the crossed product of O 2 by a countable torsion-free abelian group with quasi-free action is isomorphic to O 2 (this also follows from Lemma 10 and the classi cation results of 15, 22] ).
In Section 3 we consider certain simple crossed products of O n by quasi-free actions of R. A natural dichotomy results from the condition on the parameters which guarantees simplicity of the crossed product (see 17] ). In the case that parameters have the same sign, it was shown in 19] that the crossed product has a unique trace (up to scalar multiple) and is stably projectionless. Otherwise the parameters generate R as a closed subsemigroup; in this case it is shown in Theorem 2 that the crossed product is stable and purely in nite.
In Proposition 3 we note that simple crossed products of unital purely in nite C -algebras by R are stable whether they are in nite or not and in proposition 4 we show that they are either projectionless or traceless. In the course of the proof of the result described in the preceding paragraph we show in Lemma 10 that the reduced crossed product of a purely in nite simple C -algebra by a discrete group acting by outer automorphisms (for nonidentity elements) is purely in nite (cf. 13]).
This work was initiated while both the authors were visiting at the Fields Institute. We would like to thank G.A. Elliott and other members of the institute for various discussions.
Crossed products of O 2
The Cuntz algebra O n with n integer 2 is the universal C -algebra generated by n isometries S j ; j = 1; :::; n satisfying n X j=1 S j S j = 1:
It is known 7] that O n is simple, and hence that it has an action of U(n) on O n such that g (S i ) = n X j=1 g ji S j :
We call this action or its restriction to a subgroup quasi-free 9]. For the proof of the above theorem we will need the Rohlin towers with additional properties for the shift of the UHF algebra M 2 1(cf. 6, 25] k (e j;k ) ? e j;k+1 k < ; k i (e j;k ) ? e j;k k < for j = 1; 2 with e 1;N = e 1;0 ; e 2;N +1 = e 2;0 .
Remark 4 In the above proposition if m0 0 mn n 6 = id for any m 2 Z n+1 n f0g, one can obtain, for any N 2 N, one tower of projections of length 2 N with obvious properties as above (instead of two for j = 1; 2). The following is also true as seen from the proof of Proposition 1: For any i = 0; : : : ; n there exists an orthogonal family fe k ; k = 0; : : : ; 2 N ? 1g of projections such that X e k = 1;
k (e k ) ? e k k < ; k j (e k ) ? e k k < for j 6 = i; k i (e k ) ? e k+1 k < with e 2 N = e 0 .
Let G be the subgroup of the automorphism group of M 2 1 generated by 0 ; :::; n . Then G, as a nitely generated abelian group, is isomorphic to Z k F where k is a non-negative integer and F is a nite group. Since G T, F must be a cyclic group. Thus in the following we may assume that 0 has nite order, i.e., Then we assert that
To prove this let V (resp. W) be the union of R k such that R k 3 j for some j 2 F (resp. R k 3 ; d( ; l ) 4=N for some 2 T n ; l 2 F. Then Then they satisfy the anti-commutation relations and that
The C -subalgebra B generated by these a k is isomorphic to M 2 M , and for a su ciently small > 0, i ; 1 i n; are close to the identity on B, V is close to on B , and 0 is exactly 0 on B (by using the identi cation with M 2 M ). Then taking e i;j of B using B = M 2 M , one concludes the proof. A C -algebra A is called purely in nite if any non-zero hereditary C -subalgebra contains an in nite projection and a projection is called in nite if it is equivalent to a proper subprojection in the sense of Murray and von Neumann (cf. 21]). We note that the stableness can be shown in a more general situation.
Proposition 3 Let A be a unital purely in nite simple C -algebra and let be a one-parameter automorphism group of A such that A R is simple. Then A R is stable, i.e., A R is isomorphic to (A R) K where K is the compact operators on a separable in nite dimensional Hilbert space. Remark 6 If A is non-unital but separable, then the conclusion of the proposition still holds, as easily seen from its proof.
We note that O n R cannot have both a non-zero projection and a non-zero trace, as seen from a general result: Proposition 4 Let A be a purely in nite simple C -algebra and let be a one-parameter automorphism group of A such that A R is simple. Then A R is either projectionless or traceless.
Proof. First note that we may assume that A is unital. Let p be a non-zero projection in the domain of the in nitesimal generator of and de ne 0 = ? ad h where h = (p); p] and ad h is given by ad (x) = h; x] = hx ? xh; x 2 A; note that 0 (p) = 0 and, hence, p is 0 -invariant where 0 is the one-parameter automorphism group generated by 0 . Observe that A R = A 0 R; hence, one has pA Rp = pAp 0 R. Since A R contains a dense union of hereditary C -subalgebras of the form pAp 0 R, it su ces to prove the conclusion for pAp 0 R.
We shall show that if A is unital and A R has a non-zero projection and a non-zero densely de ned lower semicontinuous trace, then A must have a trace, which is a contradiction.
Let P be the set of non-zero projections of A R. Then P is invariant under the automorphism group of A R, in particular, under the dual action^ ofR = R. Let Hence one can take an invariant mean of ^ s jI over s 2 R. In this way we obtain an^ -invariant trace 1 de ned on I, which is non-zero because 1 (p) = (p); p 2 P. Then 1 extends to a lower semicontinuous trace on A R, which must be^ -invariant, and by 19, 3.2] we obtain a trace on A.
Remark 7 In the situation of Proposition 4 further suppose that A is nuclear (or exact). Then since A R is stable, simple, and nuclear 11, Prop. 14] (or exact 14, Prop. 7.1v]), it cannot be both projectionless and traceless 2, 12, 3, 16]. Hence, combining with Proposition 4, A R is either nite and projectionless or in nite (i.e., has in nite projections).
We now go to the proofs of Theorem 2 and Proposition 3 in this order.
Since O n R is stable, simple, and nuclear, and is seen to have no traces (cf. 19]), one can conclude that it has an in nite projection. This fact is also shown by constructing a scaling element 2, x x xx = xx ; x x 6 = xx :
Lemma 7 Let A be a C -algebra and B a hereditary C -subalgebra of A. Let Proof of Theorem 2 Let be an aperiodic sequence of f1; 2; : : :; ng, i.e., 2 f1; : : :; ng N and for any k 6 = l, ( k ; k+1 : : : :) is di erent from ( l ; l+1 ; : : :). Let To nd an in nite projection in B it su ces to nd one in the hereditary C -subalgebra uBu . Hence we now assume that k jBk = 1. Fix k and let E be an in nite projection of O n R. Since Thus by functional calculus, one obtains a projection in B which is equivalent to E. This concludes the proof that O n R is purely in nite. Since O n R is separable and does not have an identity, it is automatically stable.
Lemma 8 Let A be a C -algebra and let fp k g be a sequence of projections of A such that kp k x ? xk ! 0 for any x in the C -subalgebra generated by p 1 ; p 2 ; : : :. Then there are a subsequence fn k g of positive integers and an increasing sequence fe k g of projections of A such that kp n k ? e k k ! 0.
In the proof we use the following lemma whose proof is standard:
Lemma 9 There exists a constant c > 0 satisfying the following condition: For any su ciently small > 0 and any projections e; p 2 A with kep ? pk < , there is a unitary u in the C -subalgebra generated by 1; e; p Lemma 10 Let A be a purely in nite simple C -algebra, G a discrete group, and an action of G on A such that for each g 2 G n feg, g is outer. Then the reduced crossed product A r G is a purely in nite simple C -algebra.
Proof. It is shown in 18] that the reduced crossed product is simple. The same proof works for showing that it is purely in nite as follows.
Let a be a positive element of A r G with kak = 1 and let E be an in nite projection of A A G. We shall show that there is a z 2 A G such that zaz = E.
Let u g ; g 2 G be the standard unitaries in the multiplier algebra of A r G implementing . 
